
 

 

 

  



The GATOR taskforce will be stationed at the heart of unrest. Like their namesake, they must blend, assimilate with their 

surroundings and survey. Using the tools of intelligence, reconnaissance and investigation, the team must work to understand the 

means and motives of local terrorist cell activity and put it to an end.  

Once they’re familiar with their unaware adversary, they move to execution. Authorising raids, arrests, blocking sites, seizing 

assets and any other method necessary to dismantle terrorist activity. If they suspect an attack is imminent, this must be deployed 

at a moment’s notice.  

Confrontation is not their first choice. If any investigation yields the potential for diplomatic solutions, such as humanitarian aid, or 

recognition from government bodies, negotiation comes first. They work to analyse, match, and outsmart their opposition, staying 

one step ahead is crucial. And when the threat is mitigated, and peaceful, they work to keep it that way. 

  

The Global Anti-Terror Offensive and Reconnaissance, or GATOR unit, is a covert multi-national counterterrorism taskforce with 

worldwide jurisdiction. This is a shadow division of handpicked specialists. They will cooperate and converse with a variety of 

organisations including police, military, peacekeepers, humanitarians, and larger groups such as Interpol and NATO.  

To allow freedom of action, this unit is contracted under the UN Security Council. This is who grants their jurisdiction, and who 

holds them accountable. While in operation the team will be pitched against political extremists, radicalised religious groups, 

cyber cells, the prejudiced and the impoverished. Wherever terror stalks, GATOR is their shadow.  

However, they do not fill the role of judge, jury, and executioner. Mitigation is their top priority. To understand the call to arms, 

work to improve the lives and areas affected, and, when necessary, stand in the way of those seeking to do harm.  

This is their mission. 



 

   

GATOR evolves in the thrilling world of espionage and guerrilla surveillance. It’s high strung but nothing like the Kevlar-strapped 

garbage peddled by Hollywood, or the miserable metropolitan crime dramas the Brits rave about.  

Our scope is grounded, its reality, it’s counterterrorism. The lines between hero and villain blur, mistakes are made, and people 

get hurt. There’s no fanfare parade when you clock out. Think 24, Green Zone or Enemy of State, they’re the imitation. 

Intelligence and execution is what we do, and there’s never a boring day in the office. 

‘Same stuff, different day’ does not apply. Conventional battlefields are a thing of the past, and terror now hides under the thin veil 

of polite society. Satellites can’t predict motives, and modern soldiers ask questions later.  

The world of GATOR is cat and mouse, every day is a new challenge, boundaries shift, and nothing can be taken for granted. 

Someone buying a kitchen knife in the local supermarket can be a greater threat than a militia parade, and the difference is how, 

who and why. This is the task posed to our team, and they can only pray for straight answers. 



  

 

Commander 

 

 

‘CATHEDRAL’ 56, 1965 Vietnamese 

Role – Lead of the GATOR division, delegation of assignments and authorisation of actions and sanctions. She approves or 

denies everything. Reporting directly to the UN Security Council, she also be the one held chiefly responsible for the actions of 

the team, both in triumph and defeat. 

• Carer for her mother and organiser of community reconstruction in Vietnam after the war. 

• Showed great leadership skills during training and deployment with The People’s Army of Vietnam Special Forces. 

• Described by those under her command as stalwart, empathetic, and firm. An unusual, yet welcome mix of gravitas 

and friendliness. 

The chain of command dictates authority and responsibility, in Cathedral’s eyes it does not dictate respect. She is a firm be liever 

in earning veneration from those under her command, and, in turn, expecting her team to earn respect from her. Her long history 

of effective leadership has earned her a strong certainty in every action she takes, with the Vietnamese Special Forces there was 

no such thing as compromise. This will be Cathedral’s first assignment in which her operatives can openly question her decisions, 

and even disagree. She’s not been wrong yet, but she’s never come up against compromise before. 

 

Lead Operative 

 

 

Kim Dupont 30, 1991 French 

Role – Collation of recon and data intelligence, liaison and assistant to recon and intel leads, responsible for deciding actions on 

a case-to-case basis and adviser to Cathedral. The central team role. 

• A graduate of psychology and forensics from Strasbourg University. 

• Claim to a distinguished career from Préfecture de Police in Paris to specialist teams including RAID and the GIGN. 

• Experienced Counterterrorist operative known for her thorough investigation and efficient execution. 

Kim is the jewel in this crown, the central operative in GATOR working alongside recon and intel teams when needed. Her 

education and experience coupled with her mission-driven attitude makes her a force to be reckoned with on the field. It should 

be noted she took a year of absence from the GIGN following the loss of a family member. Her twin sister was travelling through 

Paris for a surprise visit in November 2015. Her taxi was passing a café when terrorists opened fire on the crowd. Her driver 

panicked and sped forward to an intersection where a truck collided with the rear of the vehicle. Her sister was killed on impact. 

Since returning, Kim’s squad mates have noted a psychological shift away from empathy and towards stubbornness. Her 

confidence remains unshaken, and her skills are sharp, though her cold pragmatism can easily vex others. 



 

   

 

Recon Operative 

 

 

Deja King 25, 1996 American 

Role – Reconnaissance, required to interact and engage with the location frequently to gather intel, reports to the recon lead. 

This recon operative will operate at a distance. They will need to be able to navigate environments swiftly and discreetly to reach 

vantage points. Orienteering skills will be needed to choose and move to or between scouting locations. They will be scouting, 

observing, and monitoring from a distance. 

• Exceptional cardiovascular endurance from hiking, marathon running and mountaineering. 

• An environmentalist with experience as a Wildlands Firefighter and wildlife photographer. 

• Discharged from training by the US Marine Corps due to conflict with fellow trainees. 

Spry, swift, and agile, Deja King is one of the fastest recon operatives put forward for the team. She is also the youngest. Her 

affinity for nature, and outstanding cardio fitness has trained her in patience and perception. Deja has spent countless hours 

scoped in with binoculars and a camera. With a reaction time second to none she’s captured shots of some of the rarest species 

in North America. However, you should never confuse her patience with tranquillity. ‘Deja’s temper burns hotter than the fire she 

fights […]’ her Fire Captain advised during screening. When faced with opposition, she will not hesitate to voice her contempt and 

happily incites confrontation. She’s also the least experienced in counterterrorism and organised crime, something which may 

cause friction later. We’re hoping Kim or Cathedral can mentor her in stoicism. In this team she’ll need to learn cooperation fast. 

 

Reconnaissance Lead 

 

 

Pavel Zaitsev 65, 1956 Russian 

Role – Reconnaissance, management of all recon operatives, required to interact and engage with the location frequently to 

gather intel. The recon lead is used for on-the-move surveillance, tracking, trailing, and orienteering (especially in hazardous 

areas). Adviser to the lead operative. 

• Conscripted and trained in espionage by the KGB. 

• Former Soviet operative turned mercenary spy for the highest bidder, international criminal. 

• Evaded law enforcement across different continents for over four decades. 

Pavel Zaitsev is our wild card. He was not Russia’s proposal; in fact, he still has four life sentences to finish once he leaves the 

taskforce. Even so, he has an unmatched skill for reconnaissance, he’s a professional stalker, a shadow. In Russia, he became 

an urban myth, someone who could hear every whisper in the city, that he could see behind closed doors. The information he 

gathered stalking and stealing could topple nations. Compliance is a major concern, especially once in the field. In his mind, it’s 

unclear which is worse, imprisonment or servitude. Dangling freedom in front of an escape artist could spell disaster, and he has 

a history of violence. Regardless, his skills can’t be ignored and hopefully the lead position might inspire a sense of duty in him. 

[Contingencies must be ready.] 



 

  

 

Intelligence Lead 

 

 

Prisha Marston 34, 1987 Indian 

Role – Analysis, a compound-based role designated for a highly intelligent individual. They will need highly tuned skills of 

sociology, cryptography, mathematics, linguistics, psychology, and several other sciences to assist them in analysing any piece 

of evidence, recon, or intel they will receive. They appraise it all with assistance from lower operatives. Adviser to the lead 

operative. 

• Moved to the UK to study multiple sciences at Oxford University at age 16. 

• Her intelligence and initiative earned her many scholastic commendations, and post-graduate employment under MI5. 

• While working in decryption, codebreaking, and ciphers, she was instrumental in dismantling an international human 

trafficking ring. 

Smart as a whip, and thrice as sharp. Decoding, triangulation and analysis are her forte, able to scan through and comprehend 

reems of equations, alphabetical coding and geographical orientation that would stupefy a super-computer. Cryptography to 

sociology, her perceptive interrogation is second to none and sure to be the backbone of the team. While off duty, one might 

expect her to stay buried in books or studying paradoxes, instead Prisha is easily the most sociable of the team. Team sports, 

nights out, concerts and gigs, any fast and fun diversion she can use to let off her intellectual steam. Given her value to the team, 

there’s some concern over her responsibility and safety if she chooses to unwind in an unfamiliar city. 

 

Intel Operative 

 

 

Olly Wight 29, 1992 Irish 

Role – Analysis, a compound-based role designated for a highly intelligent individual. This intel operative will be crowd and 

community focused, designated with interaction and investigation with the local population. Multilingual is a must. They find leads, 

hear stories, any intelligence that can be sourced by people in the area with upheld discretion. 

• Former ties to Irish organised crime, Olly rejected that life in the pursuit of law and justice. 

• Detective Constable with the Garda Síochána in Dublin, with notable work in interrogation and engagement with the 

community.  

• Due to attempts made against his life in Ireland, he transferred to the London Met Police to work as a successful 

undercover operative. 

Born into a family of gangsters, surrounded by skittish criminals, Olly had to learn the tight rope walk of tact and charm quickly. 

Only the criminal underworld didn’t agree with him. In the line of duty, his charisma has been instrumental in closing 

investigations. The public he speaks to could happily give away secrets several generations old, and even the most stoic of 

criminal leaned towards the truth in his presence. He’s an idealist, seeking to help anyone he can with a genuine sincerity. Other 

specialists might view this as naïve, but in the field, he gets results. There’s no doubt about his sense of responsibility, but he’ll 

have to work to establish authority with the others. 

 

 



 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communications Lead 

 

 

Isabel Vega 33, 1988 Cuban 

Role – Comms, a liaison for local police and military units. They will receive advisories, intelligence, and communications from 

local task forces, military bodies, police organisations and communications from the UN or governing bodies directly. As an 

operator they will also provide intelligence and tactical information to a variety of bodies and assist them in a course of action. 

Mid-operation they will also feed live orders to and from units to command. Their team will also write and produce After Action 

Reports (AARs) and other documentation surrounding GATOR operations which they will liaise and advise with in intel, recon, 

and command when necessary. 

• A skilled linguist and writer, her multifaceted language skills are thanks to her globe-trotting parents. 

• Working as a multilingual translator for the UN Office for Drugs and Crime. 

• No previous police, military, or operational experience. 

Isabel was the immediate and obvious choice for the role, given her extensive linguistic skills, but she has no prior experience in 

taskforce communications and no academic qualifications. She’ll receive the most training of all the specialists to get her 

experienced in process and delegation of intel. This will also be her first leadership role. Even so she’s an optimist, her 

enthusiastic approach and positive attitude are key qualities needed for this position. Her work as a translator has also trained her 

in professionalism and mic-to-mic etiquette, also essentials. However, that job has kept her some distance from the realities of 

terrorism, and once exposed her mental health should be monitored carefully. 

 

Humanitarian Liaison 

 

 

Nuru Reyes 42, 1979 Kenyan 

Role – A community focused role, they will liaise with humanitarian groups, company or independent, and feed intel to recon and 

intelligence leads. Their main job is learn the current needs, impacts on the locals and the damage the terrorist malefactor has 

inflicted. This will help them coordinate assistance. This veil can also disguise movements of some of the team without arousing 

the suspicions of the terrorist cells. Once their intelligence has been gathered, they begin to coordinate the relief effort while the 

other teams get to work. They may also learn or establish potential motive for terrorist activities if one has not yet been learned. 

• The son of a Christian Missionary inspired to carry on his Father’s work. 

• Nuru has several decades of experience in Humanitarian aid and peacekeeping. 

• Once acted as an impromptu hostage negotiator during a riot in Mombasa. His mediation and tact secured every 

hostage present. 

Stopping terrorism doesn’t start by kicking the door in, it starts by building homes, and Nuru has built more than a few. His father 

instilled in him the principles of kindness, generosity and sincerity, qualities he carried with him everywhere. Signing on as a 

humanitarian with multiple charities, Nuru has been on assignment building infrastructure, and sustainability to the impoverished 

all his adult life. His unshakable moral backbone and genuine care of communities is a necessary touch we need in this role. He 

also has a reputation for honesty, his candour can occasionally mistranslate into rudeness but those who know him attest he 

speaks an essential truth. This might cause a clash with some of the temperamental operatives, but only time will tell. 



 

   

Rio de Janeiro. We’ve supplied the team with a compound on the edge of the shanty town. It’s a large building but unassuming, 

we believe they were intended as open plan apartments, but the firm fell through before the rooms were furnished. There’s 

enough space for offices including briefing, bunks for staff we couldn’t house, communications, command, intelligence, kitchen, 

medical suite, reconnaissance equipment and intel. This is the base of operations, from here recon teams will travel through the 

city as needed, intel operatives will interact with locals while undercover and we can monitor the surrounding city districts. 

While off duty, senior staff have been provided rooms on the same floor at a nearby hotel for security. Enough commodities are 

available for them to enjoy their downtime including the pools, beaches, bars, and local distractions.  

A section of the multi-story car park has been booked for our small suite of vehicles including a 4x4, a dirt bike, a flatbed truck, 

and a saloon car. Each is outfitted with appropriate, but discreet equipment, and made to look low value.  

As the year progresses, I’m certain there will be summons to police and military complexes and if needed we can send assets in 

the team to rural areas outside the city for wider intel gathering. It’s a mobile world of work we’re in. 



 

  

Wider intel gathered in the first week has shown us a host of problems in Rio. Activity indicates smaller gangs are uniting under 

the umbrella of ‘O Fogo Verde’, The Green Flame. We’re soon to determine their cause. 

In addition, the daughter of a gang leader is seeking witness protection, a drug trafficking organisation in the countryside has 

begun selling product in the favela and the proceeds we believe are fuelling an extremist group. Finally, some dock yard workers 

have gone missing and current workers appear malnourished, they won’t talk to us on either subject.  

Within the team there’s tensions between Deja and Pavel, our American and Russian recon operatives respectively, and rumours 

Olly has been giving Isabel glances while at the compound. For our first deployment we’ve got the UN breathing down our necks 

and little negotiating power with local law enforcement. We need to make big waves in a quiet way, and I suspect it won’t be easy. 

Right now, we’ve got a mother of two. A homebody with no organisational ties, no previous history of violence and no allegiance 

to any terrorist cell in Rio. Last weekend she attended an arms trade.  

This is the first assignment we’re putting Pavel in the field, we’re counting on his discretion, but more importantly his loyalty. The 

Recon ops are touchy putting a Russian criminal in the lead, and Pavel isn’t making any new friends fast. I suspect one of our 

intel operatives, Olly, is feeling out of his depth. Prisha has every confidence in him but he’s making a big show of himself and it’s 

putting the team at risk.  

Meanwhile, Cathedral and Isabel are trying to stay BOPE’s hand. They’re ready to engage but Kim isn’t sure the mother’s 

circumstances add up, she’s teaming up with Nuru to solve it. Cathedral and Kim have already butted heads, but they both want  

what’s best for the unit. 



  

If Rio is a success, if the team function together, and if we can stand before the council in one year’s time and show them trophy, 

we might be green lit for a second operation. I hear political upheaval is on the horizon in Istanbul, a neo-fascist organisation is 

gaining traction in Birmingham and New Zealand is in talks about the rise of Eco-Terrorism on the islands. The risks taken on this 

team were calculated, but if it goes right, we could take them on tour. What do you think? 


